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DEDICATION
Ваша основателей дал вам стране стоит
экономить.
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Foreword
It has been a little over a half century since our
movement set its sights on America. Over those 50 years we
have become more sophisticated in our efforts and we have
learned from our mistakes. We have been richly rewarded
for our patience and methodical approach to subverting our
enemy. As we begin the last leg of our revolution in this new
millennium, many of our enemy’s citizens have been
converted into our agents and operatives.
We have transformed America’s press into agencies
that would put to shame our Izvestia and Pravda of our
golden years back in the USSR. Our enemy’s children have
been “turned” and now represent one of our core
demographics. We have successfully fractured America into
competing groups; each estranged from the country that is
their home.
Our once powerful enemy is unsure and insecure
about its history and traditions. We have inculcated shame
and promoted ignorance into America’s children such that
by the time they become adults they are ashamed of their
country while having little or no insight or knowledge about
the ways of the world. And they don’t even know what has
happened to them.
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Although we have made great strides, much work
needs to be done. This operations manual was designed to
provide our new comrades everything they need to continue
the subversion and eventual takeover of America. Our long
time comrades can also benefit and stay abreast of our latest
strategies and tactics by studying this manual. If you follow
the principles in this operations manual you will live to see
The United Socialist States of America.
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Introduction
This Operations Manual is a compendium of every tool
you will need to transform America into our country, a
country devoid of the social injustice that has characterized it
since its inglorious beginning.
As with everything we do and say we shall package our
thoughts and deeds into bite sized doses of fairness,
goodness, equality and justice, for who can stand against or
dare criticize goodness, equality and justice?
We will begin our journey by stating our fundamental
principles of action. Each chapter will give voice to a
building block of our revolution. Stay true to our
fundamental principles and it is only a matter of time before
we can lay claim to the spoils of our victory, The United
States of America.
What follows is a statement from one of our
movement’s defectors, a traitor by the name of Yuri
Bezmenov. Despite the fact that “Yuri the Traitor” intended
his statement to “wake up” our enemy, we are not worried
because our movement has been so good at dumbing-down
our enemy’s citizens, regardless of what they hear or learn,
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just as Yuri “the traitor” said, they will not have the presence
of mind to do anything about it.
YURI BEZMENOV EXPLAINS THE FOCUS OF THE KGB
Visit http://tinyurl.com/kgbfocus to watch.
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CHAPTER I
We Are Not Marxists,
Communists or Socialists
From this moment forward we are no longer Marxists,
Communists, Collectivists or Socialists. We are Progressives
or simply Liberals. After all, to not be Progressive is to be
regressive and that is what our enemies are: Regressive and
backward.
From this moment forward we shall not look or behave
like those who came before us. Our grandfathers and
mothers made the mistake of identifying themselves honestly
in all manner and style.
You will come to trust the fact that we can hide in plain
view. We have spent decades blurring the difference
between image and substance. You can count on our
victim’s inability to see past our facade. Be filled with joy,
fellow comrade, with the confidence that comes from
knowing that you can hide in plain sight!
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CHAPTER II
Know Thine Enemy
Our enemy conceived of, fought for and developed The
United States of America. Our enemy’s country was
originally comprised of mostly Anglo-Christians who
promulgated their values and religious doctrine through their
public schools, government institutions and nuclear families.
Their documents, including The Declaration of
Independence, Constitution and its Bill of Rights, along with
their reliance upon Biblical principles, represent a lethal
threat to our existence and success of our movement.
Our enemy used to be very good at passing on to future
generations their values, American principles and national
identity. They were so good at handing down their values
that our enemy became complacent, believing that what they
put in place would always be there. We shall rely upon and
exploit their complacency.
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CHAPTER III
Circumvent Their Defenses
We begin as we always begin, with great patience and a
plan. We must first attack our enemy’s nuclear family
structure because that is the framework within which they
pass down their traditional American values to their children
and all future generations.
We will focus our assault upon their children while they
are away at school. Young minds are malleable and
vulnerable. We will have access to their children for six or
more hours per day, nine or more months out of the year.
America’s public schools will become our indoctrination
camps where child by child, mind by mind, we will chip
away at everything our enemy holds dear. We will not move
too quickly, for it is much easier to sneak up on your enemy
and kill him little by little than it is to attack everything he
stands for all at once.
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CHAPTER IV
The Enemy of My Enemy is
Our Friend
Anglo-European Christians founded our enemy’s
country. Their descendants and their converts represent a
serious threat to the success of our revolution.
Deists are a threat because of the following simple
precept of human behavior. When citizens believe that their

rights come from God or a higher power and not from the
state, they are harder to control, regulate and resist
becoming members of the collective. In place of the state,
they favor a relationship with their God and their nuclear
family. While we have identified Christians as our mortal
enemy, we are not the only group who finds these American
believers, their descendants and converts to be the enemy.
Competing religions along with agnostics and atheists are our
natural allies in our efforts to win the revolution. One group
is particularly well suited to be our ally.
Billions of human beings are Muslim. Islam is not only
a religion but it is equally, if not more so, a political
4

movement that is dedicated to converting the world to Islam.
Over the past decade our American adversaries have
foolishly enraged hundreds of millions of Muslims
everywhere. This has provided our revolution a point of
leverage and a ready-made ally. Our political scientists have
concluded that it will be much easier to overcome the forces
of Islam than it will be to overcome the forces of
American/Western deists. Therefore, we should promote
the ascendency of Islam.
We have embarked upon a systematic devaluation of
Christianity while simultaneously promoting Islam. Our
efforts in this regard mean that we shall never miss an
opportunity to make fun of, criticize, exclude and otherwise
ridicule Christians and Christianity. Our comrades, along
with avowed and unwitting sympathizers in the mass media
and the entertainment industry, have been brilliant at aiding
and abetting our plan. On any given day in America you can
see our handiwork as Muslims, agnostics, atheists,
homosexual coalitions and secular humanists ridicule
Christians and Christianity, all the while promoting our
religion, The Religion of Tolerance.
We shall never miss an opportunity to force Americans
to permit Muslims to impose their rule of law. We are
particularly interested in empowering imperialistic Muslims
who are intent upon establishing a new Islamic caliphate
while simultaneously infiltrating America’s institutions. For
example, whenever the enemy of our enemy makes efforts
to introduce Shari’a law into America, we shall promote and
finance these efforts, including going to court on their behalf.
Here is a representative example of our efforts at work.
The enemy of our enemy has made clear their desire to
erect a Mosque on the site of the destroyed 9/11 World
Trade Center Towers. We support this effort and we expect
our operatives and sympathizers to stop those patriotic
Americans who are dedicated to preventing what they call
5

the building of an Islamic “victory mosque” that would add
“insult to injury.”
Our sympathizers have taken the lead in our efforts to
devalue Christianity and promote Islam. Their efforts are
proof positive of the effectiveness of two of our other
psychological operations: Mandated multiculturalism and
the promotion of secular humanism.
We have managed to confuse and blur one of our
enemy’s central principles, what they call “freedom of
religion.” Factually, the Anglo-Christians who founded
America were intent upon preventing any future government
from establishing a state run/sanctioned religion, e.g., The
Church of England. We have been remarkably successful at
redefining this principle to mean that America cannot be
true to or celebrate its deist roots. Our efforts have resulted
in our ability to force Christians to rebuke their holidays,
practices, celebrations and expressions of their philosophy,
all the while quietly promoting the introduction of
competing religions to be taught to public school children.
The proponents and followers of these competing religions
and philosophies are jingoistic and are not tolerant of their
host country’s culture or religion. We do not insist upon
tolerance when it comes to the groups who compete with
our enemy.
Once we have weakened Christianity to the point where
we can assume control of the government, we shall begin the
systematic destruction of Mosques, Churches and other
threatening religious edifices, just as we did in the USSR.
We will systematically destroy Islam and all but a few
religions that are simpatico with or not a threat to our
movement. In a short time we shall manufacture a
generation of new Americans who have awakened from their
religious stupor and become rock-ribbed secular humanists.
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CHAPTER V
Right & Wrong are ONLY
Frames of Reference
Our enemy, the United States of America, was built
upon “immutable” principles, supposedly sourced from
God. Our enemy uses words like “truth” and “right” and
“wrong.” But we have an antidote to this poison: Moral
relativism.
We shall exploit man’s tendency to think of himself as
God, to want to be God-like, all the while we firmly insist
that God does not exist. We shall exploit the inevitable
conflicts that come from carnal desire governed by morality
by promoting carnal desire and redefining moral principles
as only points of reference. Our comrades in the mediaentertainment complex have been our most important allies
when it comes to achieving this goal.
The immature, pampered and narcissistic mind loves
the idea that it creates reality, that man’s wants, wishes and
desires are more important than and take precedence over
countries, documents, parents or yes, even God.
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The younger we begin the cleansing of our enemy’s
children’s conscience the better and more complete will be
the final result. Years ago our behavioral experts identified
the need to excise prayer from public schools. Removing
prayer in these government run institutions has been one of
our greatest successes. Still, we should remain vigilant
because our enemy is intent upon undoing our social
engineering successes. Our enemy has proposed a “moment
of silence” approach to circumventing our ban on public
school prayer. The mere act of a moment of silence or
spiritual reflection serves as a meta-communication that
there is a higher power than man, that man is not the end all,
be all. If the dominant religious philosophy is Christianity
then a moment of reflection inevitably encourages the
imagination to conjure up Christian images.
We should never lose sight of the fact that the void
created by our excision of religion in America’s culture must
be filled with something. We intend to fill the void with a
blind allegiance to the state, to the collective and to the
village. We shall encourage man to become a slavish devotee
to the “Green religion.” Holidays rooted in the change of the
seasons, health foods and new age-psychology are not a
threat to our movement and are consistent with our
revolutionary goals.
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